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INTRODUCTION

Private-sector saving rates have declined in the majority of OECD countries in
the 1990s, in particular during the second half, with the decline being largely con-
centrated in the household or personal sector. In those countries where it has
occurred, the sharp decline observed in household saving has been accompanied
by a significant rise in private debt as a proportion of GDP and has coincided with a
sharp increase in household’s financial net worth. This was particularly the case in
the United States, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom for which data of financial
net worth exist. To many, this was seen as evidence that the strong rise in equity and
residential property prices during the late 1990s had been treated by households as
a permanent increase in wealth, leading to an unsustainable drop in saving.

This raised concerns that a substantial fall in equity prices would leave
households in poor financial health, prompting them to rebuild savings at a time
when strong consumption would be needed to avoid a deep recession. Fears of a
negative wealth effect have so far not materialised though it is possible that the
continuing strength of property market has been a key factor cushioning the stock
market blow. An alternative explanation is that the decline in private saving may
have been more sustainable than suggested by the simple correlation with mea-
sures of household net financial wealth. In order to shed some light on this issue,
this paper has used recent estimation techniques for systems of dynamic panel
equations to analyse the contribution of a set of basic determinants of private sav-
ing rates for a pool of 15 OECD countries over the period 1970-2000.

In line with a recent study by Haque et al. (1999), the paper applies the pooled
mean group estimation method (PMG) to estimate a dynamic specification that
imposes homogeneity restrictions only on long-run coefficients and only when such
restrictions are not statistically rejected. However, the paper goes one step further
and uses the method to examine how accurately the evolution of private saving over
time can be traced to the determinants as well as to assess the contribution of indi-
vidual determinants in each country. More specifically, the empirical analysis indi-
cates that private-sector saving rates in OECD countries have been significantly
influenced by public-sector saving rates, the demographic structure of the popula-
tion (as measured by the old-age dependency ratio), the growth rate of labour pro-
ductivity, changes in the terms of trade and the real interest rate. Among these, the
change in the public-sector saving rate has contributed the most to the evolution of
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private saving between 1995 and 2000. Overall, even in countries where private sav-
ing rates have fallen to particularly low levels, the decline seems to be mostly
accounted for by determinants that do not include measures of financial or housing
wealth and that have themselves evolved in a sustainable way. In this respect, risks
of a significant negative wealth effect seem remote. The flip side of the coin, how-
ever, is that a loosening of fiscal policy may have a limited impact on private con-
sumption and end-up in higher private savings.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: The next section provides an
overview of international developments in saving rates in the 1990s and discusses
a number of explanatory factors. The empirical strategy as well as the econometric
methodology and dataset are introduced in the third section, followed by the key
results from estimation and sensitivity analysis and, finally, the conclusions.

STYLISED FACTS AND DETERMINANTS OF SAVING RATES IN OECD COUNTRIES

Development in international saving rates in the 1990s 

Gross private-sector saving rates have fallen substantially in a number of
countries during the 1990s and although they have generally rebounded some-
what since 2000, they remain below longer-term average levels (Figure 1). In some
countries, the decline of the 1990s probably reflected a cyclical adjustment follow-
ing the sharp rise observed in the previous years (United Kingdom, Spain,
Sweden and Finland). In other cases, however, private saving rates have been
trending down since the mid-1980s and by year 2000, the decline had pushed
those rates to low levels by historical standards in the United States, Italy, Canada
and Australia.

The reduction in private saving has largely been concentrated in the house-
hold or personal sector, especially in the United States, Italy, Canada and Australia,
where levels in per cent of GDP have been significantly lower on average in
the 1990s than in the 1980s. In some cases, the decline in household saving has
been partly offset by an increase in corporate saving, whose relative importance
has risen considerably since the 1980s – notably in Canada, Australia and
Finland – to the point of surpassing the size of household saving in the vast major-
ity of countries.1 In Japan, the drop in household saving was even more than offset
by the rise in corporate saving, leading to a slight increase in private saving.

The influence of revaluation effects and financial wealth on personal saving rates

In those countries where it has occurred, the decline in personal saving rates
has coincided with a sharp increase in households’ financial net worth, as indi-
cated by the strong negative correlation between the two series, at least in most
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Figure 1. Gross private saving rates
In per cent of GDP

Source: OECD.
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of the G-7 countries (Figure 2).2 Several studies have indeed related the declines
in private saving rates in the late 1990s to the substantial rise in financial wealth in
particular in the United States.3 While this could be seen as evidence that the
strong rise in equity prices during the late 1990s had been treated by households
as a permanent increase in wealth – hence leading to an unsustainable drop in
saving – several factors argue for a more cautious interpretation. First, given the
divergence between the economic definitions of the two main variables entering
the calculation of saving – income and consumption – and their respective treat-
ment in the National Accounts, it may well be that the negative correlation
between household saving and financial wealth is partly spurious. For instance,

Figure 1. Gross private saving rates (cont.)

In per cent of GDP

Source: OECD.
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Figure 2. Household financial net worth and saving rates
In per cent of household disposable income

Source: National flow of funds or financial accounts statistics, OECD.
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while realised capital gains are not included in personal income in the National
Accounts, taxes paid on them are fully deducted, implying a shift of income and,
thereby, saving from the household to the public sector when substantial gains
occur.4

Second, recent evidence from both household surveys and empirical analysis
has shown that the sensitivity of consumption and/or saving to wealth can vary
quite substantially depending on the source of capital gains (e.g. housing vs. stock-
market)5 and whether such gains are realised or not.6 Third, the fears that a sub-
stantial stock market correction would impart a significant negative wealth effect in

Figure 2. Household financial net worth and saving rates (cont.)

In per cent of household disposable income

Source: National flow of funds or financial accounts statistics, OECD.
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the United States have to a large extent been proved unfounded by the resilience
of private consumption, even as the economy went through a mild recession fol-
lowed by an un-typically weak recovery. All this suggests that the concerns that
households had gone too far in responding to the stock market boom of the
late 1990s might have been misplaced. The latter interpretation is also consistent
with recent empirical findings indicating that only permanent changes in wealth
affect consumer spending and that a very large proportion of the post-war varia-
tion in household net worth is transitory (Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001).

Fundamental determinants of private saving rates: Looking beyond
the wealth effect

A more systematic attempt to explain private saving patterns and assess their
sustainability consists in looking beyond direct measures of wealth and to exam-
ine the extent to which recent trends can be accounted for by fundamental deter-
minants which in many cases affect consumption via their impact on wealth. To do
so, a panel of dynamic saving equations was estimated across a large number of
OECD countries for which a reasonably complete set of reliable data could be
assembled. Following previous empirical cross-country studies, the set of deter-
minants includes variables aimed at capturing the influence of demographics, the
level and growth rate of income or productivity, the inter-temporal relative price of
consumption, uncertainty, the relative price of domestic vs. foreign goods and
public finance. More specifically, the final system specification includes the public
sector saving rate introduced to capture possible Ricardian effects, the old-age
dependency ratio, the percentage change in terms-of-trade, the growth rate of
labour productivity, the real interest rate and the inflation rate.

Direct measures of wealth are therefore intentionally left out of the basic
specification for two reasons. One is to see whether the movement in saving can
be tracked closely in an out-of-sample fashion by fundamental determinants less
prone to sharp, unsustainable movements. The rationale is that in the event that
wealth has had a significant effect over and above what is explained by fundamen-
tal determinants, the basic equation is likely to over-predict private saving rates
in most countries where wealth has risen sharply in the post-1995 period. This
question is examined below. The second reason is that while in principle mea-
sures of financial wealth could be introduced to see whether they have an impact
independently from the effect captured by other determinants, relevant data on
the stock of wealth are available only for a few countries.7

For most of these variables, the effect on private saving is theoretically
ambiguous, especially as regards the long-run effect, since it often depends on
the assumed consumption behaviour as well as on specific model characteristics
such as the strength of inter-temporal substitution and the importance of general
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equilibrium considerations. The following provides a brief overview of the main
channels whereby these determinants can affect saving.

Productivity growth

In a life-cycle framework, an increase in the growth rate of income per capita is
likely to benefit workers more than retirees. Given the higher saving rates of work-
ers, this would generate an increase in aggregate saving provided that the saving
rates per age remain unchanged (Modigliani, 1966). However, once the latter con-
dition is relaxed, there is an alternative channel working in the opposite direction.
For instance, assuming a significant proportion of private agents are able to shift
consumption inter-temporally, a sustained increase in productivity growth may
lead to a larger-than-proportional adjustment in consumption, as consumers
attempt to spread over time the benefits of a higher and steeper expected
income profile (Tobin, 1967). To the extent that future productivity gains are dis-
counted into equity prices, the benefits from an anticipated acceleration in
income per capita could be transmitted to current consumption and saving via
their impact on financial wealth, as was the case in the United States in the
late 1990s. In this context, a higher growth rate of productivity would lead to a
decline in the saving rate.

Demographics

Likewise, the impact of population ageing on aggregate saving depends
largely on the importance of life-cycle effects on household behaviour. If consum-
ers behave as predicted in simple life-cycle models, a significant decline in saving
rates could result from the rise in old-age dependency ratios, as an increasing
share of the population is drawing down financial assets to sustain consumption.8

However, household surveys reveal that people often continue to accumulate sav-
ings well after retirement and that in some cases, the saving rate is only marginally
lower than that of prime-age worker categories (Borsch-Supan and Brugianni,
2001). The effect of ageing on private saving behaviour is also complicated by the
nature of pension regimes in place, as well as by current and prospective levels of
public debt and deficits. Considering in addition the high degree of heterogeneity
over time and across countries in the composition of households, savings rate per
age cohorts, the link between the aggregate saving rate and total dependency
ratio is highly uncertain. Indeed, while the empirical evidence of the life-cycle
effect tends to vary quite considerably across studies, the bulk of the more recent
evidence, based on more sophisticated estimation techniques, points towards a
relatively small, albeit significant, positive response of aggregate saving to differ-
ent measures of dependency ratios (Turner et al., 1998).
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Public sector saving

The general decline in private saving rates in the second half of the 1990s
coincided in most cases with a substantial improvement in government budget
balances (Figure 3). Such opposite movement in public and private saving is con-
sistent with the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis (REH) under which forward-
looking private agents with altruistic motive vis-à-vis their descendants fully intern-
alise the fact that government borrowing implies higher future debt service and,
hence, deferred taxation. Given their desire to smooth consumption over time,
private agents prefer to adjust their own saving behaviour so as to fully offset
changes in government saving rather than temporarily adjusting consumption. In
this respect, private agents do not regard their holdings of government bond as
net wealth under the REH. Given that the proposition rests on very stringent con-
ditions unlikely to be met in the real world, few really expect private saving to off-
set one-for-one changes in public debt, as predicted under strict Ricardian
equivalence (Seater, 1993).9 Even though each of these conditions (except the
altruism motive) taken in isolation may only be of second-order importance, a
substantial departure from Ricardian equivalence might turn out if several of them

Figure 3. Change in gross saving positions between 1995 and 2000
In per cent of GDP

Source: OECD.
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failed to be met, as is likely to be the case. In this regard, the extent of the private
saving offset remains an empirical issue that cannot be easily resolved consider-
ing the multitude of factors simultaneously affecting the private saving behaviour.

Changes in the terms of trade

Earlier Keynesian models predicted that an adverse shift in the terms of
trade will generate a decline in saving and a deterioration in the trade balance
(the so-called Harberger-Laursen-Meltzler effect). This is because the decline in
the relative value of exports corresponds to a fall in income which, in such flow
models, is not matched by a drop in consumption given the less-than-unit mar-
ginal propensities to consume and save. This prediction was later challenged with
the development of inter-temporal general equilibrium models of consumption
and external balances (Obstfeld, 1982). According to inter-temporal models based
on an infinitely-lived, representative agent, savings would adjust as predicted in
the basic Keynesian analysis only if the terms-of-trade shocks were perceived as
transitory. A permanent shock would have little effect on saving (as well as on the
trade balance) as households would quickly adjust consumption to the lower level
of income. In overlapping generation models, forward-looking households may
adjust savings to smooth consumption even in the case of permanent shifts in
terms-of-trade. However, the decline in saving in the short and medium run leads
to a de-cumulation of financial wealth (Macklem, 1990). The adjustment to the
lower stock of financial wealth requires, in the longer run, a net increase in the sav-
ing rate and the trade balance position as a ratio of income. In sum, most models
would predict a positive relationship between the terms of trade and savings in
the short run, but the long-run effect is theoretically ambiguous as it may depend
on the perceived persistence of the shock and/or the importance of the wealth
effect in consumption decisions.

Real interest rate

The direction and size of the impact of the real interest rate on saving in the
short and long run depend on the offsetting influences of substitution, income and
human wealth effects. A rise in the real interest rate raises the cost of current con-
sumption relative to future consumption, providing an incentive to raise saving.
The strength of this effect depends on both the elasticity of inter-temporal substi-
tution and the proportion of households who face liquidity constraints. Re-enforcing
this substitution effect, an increase in real interest rate reduces the present value
of the future stream of labour income, causing a decline in human wealth. While a
small change in the real interest rate can lead to a substantial change in human
wealth and although the size of the latter is potentially much larger than
non-human or financial wealth, the importance of this channel is difficult to assess,
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not least owing to serious measurement difficulties. These impacts on saving can
be offset by the income effect. Given that the private sector is typically a net cred-
itor, a rise in interest rates raises income, consumption and lowers saving. Overall
the net effect is ambiguous, but the larger the proportion of households who are
liquidity constrained, the more the income effect is expected to prevail over the
substitution and human wealth effect.

Inflation

There are several ways in which inflation can affect saving independently from
its influence via the real interest rate. Given the high correlation between the
level and variance of inflation, the latter may capture the effect of uncertainty on
saving. In such a case a rise in inflation would be expected to raise savings for pre-
cautionary motives. Also, an unexpected rise in inflation may lead households to
raise savings to compensate for the capital losses on a fixed-income imperfectly
indexed asset. But even in absence of behavioural response to capital gains or
losses, a spurious positive correlation between inflation and the private saving
rate may be induced by the interaction of inflation, taxation and the omission of
capital gains or losses from the National Accounts (Jump, 1980). For a given real
return on assets fixed in nominal terms, higher inflation raises nominal interest
receipts but also erodes their real value, leaving the level of wealth and consump-
tion unchanged in real terms for the asset holders. However, given that the rise in
nominal interest receipts is reflected in measured income (and is taxed accord-
ingly) but not the capital loss on the assets, the personal (net lender) saving rate
tends to rise artificially with inflation at the expense of both the government and
corporate (net borrowers) saving rate. Regardless of the prevailing channel, a posi-
tive relation between inflation and saving is expected.

DETERMINANTS OF PRIVATE SAVING: EMPIRICAL STRATEGY

Variable definition and data sources

This section provides a description of the data and the methodology used to
assess the contribution of fundamental determinants in the evolution of private
saving rates over time and across countries. Two measures of gross national saving
rates (expressed in terms of GDP) are used to derive residually the two measures
of gross private saving rates used in the empirical analysis. One is taken directly from
the OECD National Accounts database (SNA) and the other is constructed from the
balance of payments statistics (BOP). In the latter case, the gross national saving
rate is obtained by adding the total investment rate (including inventories) to the
current account balance (as a ratio of GDP) from the BOP statistics. In both cases, a
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gross private saving rate is then calculated residually by subtracting the gross public
sector saving rate from the gross national saving rate. The gross public sector saving
rate is measured as the sum of the general government financial balance (net
lending as a per cent of GDP) and the gross public sector investment rate.

The old-age dependency ratio is calculated as the ratio of the population over
64 years to the population between the age of 20 and 64 years. The data on popu-
lation per age categories are taken from the United Nations demographic data-
base. Labour productivity is measured as the ratio of real GDP to total employment.
The terms-of-trade are measured as the ratio of goods export to import prices (cus-
toms basis). The real interest rate is measured by subtracting a moving average of
past inflation rates (based on the consumption price deflator) from a nominal
long-term government bond rate. The inflation rate is measured by the percentage
change in the level of the consumption deflator.

The sample is based on annual data spanning from 1970 to 2000 and includes
15 OECD countries: The United States, Japan, Germany, France, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Belgium, Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway,
Spain and Sweden.

Estimation method

The analysis of the determinants of private saving across time and countries
has been the subject of several studies in the last few years (Table 1). Even
though most of them pursue a similar objective of identifying the key determi-
nants of private savings, the specific methodology used is, in some cases, quite
different. Callen and Thimann (1997) study the household saving behaviour
among 21 OECD countries over the period 1975-95. They use static fixed effect
regressors and only a limited degree of dynamics or heterogeneity in some of
their specifications. Masson et al. (1998) also examine the determinants of the pri-
vate saving rate in a sample of 21 OECD countries over 1971-93. Edwards (1995)
examines the determinants of the private saving rate in a sample of developed
and industrial countries over the period 1970-92. In both papers, the modelling
strategy relies on pooled OLS or static-fixed effect regressors. In contrast, Loayza
et al. (2000) and Haque et al. (1999) focus on dynamic panel estimators. Loayza et al.
(2000) use different generalised-method-of-moments (GMM) estimators. They
consider a dynamic specification that allows them to discriminate between short-
and long-run effects. They also take into account the possible presence of unob-
served country-specific effects correlated with the regressors and for the possible
joint endogeneity of explanatory variables.

However, even if they take dynamics into account, Loayza et al. assume that
the slope coefficients as well as the short-run coefficients are homogenous.10 This
may cause some problems of robustness when heterogeneity is neglected. In
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addition, as pointed out by Haque et al. (1999), the use of lagged values or lagged
first differences of the regressors as instruments might be problematic in the case
of the saving process when one needs to include dynamics.11 In effect, any lagged
value of the regressors might be a factor explaining the short-run dynamics of the
private saving rate.

Following the work of Haque et al. (1999), the empirical model used in this
paper is specified in a panel error correction form and estimated with a technique
developed by Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1999). The main advantage of this
approach over more traditional alternatives based on time averaging is to give
more freedom with respect to the choice of dynamics and the degree of heteroge-
neity across countries. More specifically, one feature of the approach is the possi-
bility to treat the long-run determinants of private saving rates distinctly from the
short-run adjustment, even though both long and short-run effects are jointly esti-
mated from a general auto-regressive distributed-lag (henceforth ARDL) model.12

In the estimation results reported below, one lag was chosen for the gross private
saving rate, the real interest rate and the inflation rate and no lag for the other
variables.13

Table 1.  Selected empirical panel studies on saving rates in OECD countries

Authors Sample Method Interest

Edwards (1995) 36 countries (including 
12 OECD countries)
(1970-1992)

Instrumental variables 
techniques

What are the 
determinants of private 
and public savings?

Callen and Thimann 
(1997)

21 OECD countries
(1975-1995)

Cross-sections and
Static Fixed Effects

Have public policies an 
impact on the household 
saving decisions?

Masson, Bayoumi and 
Samiei (1998)

21 OECD countries
(1971-1993)

Cross-sections and Static 
Fixed Effects

What are the 
determinants of private 
savings to GDP?

Haque, Pesaran and 
Sharma (1999)

21 OECD countries
(1971-1993)

Pooled Mean Group, 
Mean Group and Static 
Effects

How can neglected 
heterogeneity and 
neglected dynamics 
affect inference about the 
key determinants of 
savings behaviour?

Loayza, Schmidt-Hebbel 
and Serven (2000)

20 OECD countries
(1966-1995)

GMM, Systems 
Estimators

What are the 
determinants of national 
and private savings?
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General specification

Given the following unrestricted specification:

where includes all explanatory variables and includes those (real
interest rate and inflation rate) that enter the equation also with a lag. Equation
(1) can be re-written in an error-correction form (ECM) as follows:

where and are the labour productivity
growth rate, the old-age dependency ratio, the gross public saving rate, the real
interest rate, the inflation rate and the change in the terms of trade, respectively. 

for j = 1, 2, 3 and 6 are the long run coefficients of the labour produc-
tivity growth rate, the old-age dependency ratio, the gross public
saving rate and the change in terms of trade; 

for j = 4, 5 are the long-run coefficients of the real interest rate
and the inflation rate; is the adjustment coeffi-
cient, and ∆ is the first-order difference operator.

As in the case of error-correction specifications having only a time-series
dimension, a number of conditions have to be met in order to obtain valid
parameter estimates. The main requirements are that a long-run relationship
among the variables of interest exist, that the regressors are strictly exogenous
and that the residuals are not serially correlated.14 Strict exogeneity is
required to ensure that the long-run relationship is unique.15 However, in con-
trast to error-correction models having only a time-series dimension, standard
estimation and inference methods can be used regardless of whether the
regressors are stationary or integrated of order one, as long as the model
is stable, which implies that the adjustment parameter turns out negative
(Pesaran et al., 1999).

The goal consists of estimating both the long and short-run coefficients
when the empirical sample is characterised by times-series (T) and cross-
sections (N) dimensions that are both relatively large and comparable in size.
Under these conditions, a variety of alternative methods can be applied allow-
ing for different degrees of parameter heterogeneity across countries. More spe-
cifically, three approaches can be distinguished according to the restrictions
imposed.
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Polar cases: mean group and pooled estimators

At one extreme, the fully-heterogeneous coefficient model imposes no cross-
country restrictions and can be estimated on a country-by-country basis, provided
the time dimension is sufficiently large. In this case, the mean group estimator
(henceforth MG) consists in estimating the N separate regressions based on equa-
tion (2) and then in calculating the coefficients as unweighted means of the esti-
mated coefficients for the individual countries. At the other extreme, the fully-
homogenous coefficient model assumes that all slope and intercept coefficients
have to be the same across countries. This is the pooled estimator.

Between the extremes: dynamic fixed effect, static fixed effect and pooled mean group 
estimators

Between these two extremes, lie a number of estimators, which vary accord-
ing to the number of homogeneity restrictions imposed. The dynamic fixed effect
estimator (henceforth DFE) imposes the equality of all slope coefficients and
errors variances, allowing only the intercepts to differ across countries. The speci-
fication is as follows:

A special case of the dynamic fixed effect estimator is the static fixed effect (SFE)
estimator, which as its name indicates, abstracts from all dynamic terms:

Compared with the DFE estimator, the pooled mean group estimator (hence-
forth PMG) imposes the same long-run restrictions but allows the short-run coeffi-
cients to vary across countries. The rationale is that slope homogeneity has better
chances to be valid in the long run than in the short run given that cross-country
differences in adjustment costs and institutional characteristics are likely to have a
larger influence on the short-term dynamics. Hence, the PMG estimator can be
interpreted as an intermediate procedure between the DFE and the MG estima-
tors since it involves a mixture of pooling and averaging. The specification is as
follows:

The choice among these estimators is a trade-off between consistency and
efficiency. In effect, estimators that impose restrictions dominate the heteroge-
neous models in terms of efficiency, if the restrictions are valid. For instance, if
long-run coefficients are indeed similar across countries, then the PMG estimates
will be consistent and efficient, whereas the MG estimates will be consistent but
not efficient. In contrast, if long-run restrictions are wrongly imposed, then PMG

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � �� �	 
��  
��� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���� ��� ������ ��� ��	
 ��� ���� ��� ��µ φ θ θ θ θ θ θ δ δ−∆ = + − − − − − − + ∆ + ∆ +ε (3)
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estimates will be inconsistent, whereas MG estimates will provide consistent esti-
mates of the mean of the long-run coefficients across countries. In addition,
imposing non-valid parameter homogeneity in dynamic models typically leads to
downward-biased estimates of the speed of adjustment (Robertson and Symons,
1992; Pesaran and Smith, 1995). However, the PMG approach is sufficiently flexible
to allow for a subset of long-run homogeneity restrictions to be imposed. Further-
more, compared with the MG estimator, the PMG estimator is much less sensitive
to the inclusion of outliers due to the weighted-averaging scheme. For these rea-
sons it represents a good compromise in the search for consistency and efficiency
among the class of estimators considered.

Final specification

In order to help select the appropriate set of restrictions, tests of homogene-
ity of long-run coefficients have been carried out using the Hausman’s statistic.16

Based on the results, equality restrictions were imposed on the old-age depen-
dency ratio, the public gross saving rate and the change of the terms of trade, but
not on the other three determinants. The model estimated with the PMG estima-
tor is thus specified as follows:

The estimation procedure can be briefly described as follows. Assuming the
normality of the disturbance terms, the likelihood of the panel data model can be
written as the product of the likelihood for each group. A concentrated maximum
likelihood procedure jointly estimates the long-run and adjustment coefficients
across countries since these are the parameters of interest. Using the estimated
long-run coefficients, the estimations of short-run coefficients as well as the coun-
try-specific error variances are then performed on a country-by-country basis
through a maximum likelihood procedure.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Main findings

Long-run parameter estimates from pooled regressions are presented in
Table 2 which shows the results for saving rates based on both the SNA and BOP
measures. While the analysis focuses on the PMG results, those obtained from the
SFE, DFE and MG estimators are also presented for comparison purposes. The
main findings are the following:

• The PMG estimates show that five of the six determinants of gross private
saving rate (SNA measure) come out with the expected sign and are

�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � �� �	 
��  
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 ��� ���� ��� �µ φ θ θ θ θ θ θ δ δ−∆ = + − − − − − − + ∆ + ∆ +ε � (6)
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Table 2.  Results from dynamic panel regressions of private saving rates (1970-2000)1

Mean group and pooled MG estimates

1. The dependent variable is the gross private saving/GDP ratio (SNA and BOP basis). Regressions are estimated using 1970-99 data for 15 OECD countries, which
are listed in the second part of this table. ** and * indicate significance at the 1 and 5 per cent level, respectively.

2. Heteroskedasticity-corrected standard errors are in parentheses.
3. PMG and MG estimates are based on an ARDL (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) specification, i.e. one lag was chosen for the gross private saving rate, the real interest rate and the

inflation rate and no lag for other variables.
Source: OECD Secretariat estimates.

Gross private savings (SNA measure) Gross private savings (BOP measure)

Static fixed 
effects2

Dynamic 
fixed effects2

PMG 
estimates2

MG 
estimates2

Static fixed 
effects2

Dynamic fixed 
effects2

PMG 
estimates2

MG 
estimates2

Average error correction term –0.334* –0.489** –0.559** –0.388** –0.480** –0.550**
(0.047) (0.044) (0.048) (0.042) (0.040) (0.041)

Restricted long-run coefficients (common)

Percentage change in terms of trade
0.063** 0.136** 0.132** 0.184** 0.057** 0.098** 0.132** 0.107**
(0.014) (0.029) (0.017) (0.046) (0.011) (0.028) (0.019) (0.026)

Old-age dependency ratio
–0.220** –0.346 –0.638** –0.692** –0.192* –0.260* –0.585** –0.618**

(0.101) (0.147)* (0.086) (0.146) (0.093) (0.132) (0.085) (0.182)

Gross public saving rate
–0.523** –0.914** –0.691** –0.698** –0.529** –0.823** –0.718** –0.629**

(0.065) (0.102) (0.041) (0.186) (0.062) (0.089) (0.085) (0.130)

Unrestricted long-run coefficients (average)

Per capita productivity growth rate
0.075 0.364** 0.401** 0.417** 0.142** 0.343** 0.416** 0.367**

(0.069) (0.129) (0.111) (0.132) (0.058) (0.098) (0.110) (0.107)

Real interest rate
–0.201** –0.321** –0.280* –0.249 –0.156** –0.273** –0.224 –0.077

(0.053) (0.082) (0.144) (0.269) (0.056) (0.071) (0.156) (0.191)

Inflation rate
–0.059 –0.112 –0.192 –0.212 0.057 0.022 –0.082 –0.058
(0.061) (0.079) (0.145) (0.222) (0.037) (0.066) (0.130) (0.150)

Memorandum Items
Hausman test
h_test 1.47 2.16
p-value [0.69] [0.54]
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Table 2.  Results from dynamic panel regressions of private saving rates (1970-2000)1 (cont.)
For gross national saving rate (SNA basis): individual country results

1. The dependent variable is the gross private savings/GDP ratio (SNA and BOP basis). Regressions are estimated using 1970–99 data for 15 OECD countries, which
are listed in the second part of this table. ** and * indicate significance at the 1 and 5 per cent level, respectively. Individual estimates are based on an ARDL (1,
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) specification, i.e. one lag was chosen for the gross private saving rate, the real interest rate and the inflation rate and no lag for other variables.

Source: OECD Secretariat estimates.

Average error 
correction term

Percentage 
changes terms 

of trade

Old-age 
dependency 

ratio

Gross public 
saving rate

Per capita 
productivity 
growth rate

Real 
interest rate

Inflation rate

United States –0.717** 0.193** –1.260** –0.512** –0.087 0.114 0.301** 0.71
(0.145) (0.065) (0.261) (0.102) (0.181) (0.097) (0.112)

Japan –0.482** 0.037 0.473* 0.001 0.782** 0.056 0.398 0.74
(0.121) (0.034) (0.247) (0.150) (0.301) (0.3741) (0.448)

Germany –0.357* 0.252 –0.975 –0.806 0.089 0.074 0.184 0.38
(0.197) (0.191) (0.475) (0.451) (0.158) (0.903) (0.401)

France –0.788** 0.180** 0.076 –0.374** 0.570* –0.638** –0.158 0.43
(0.208) (0.072) (0.207) (0.159) (0.295) (0.169) (0.099)

Italy –0.611** 0.061 –0.423** –0.900** 0.405 –0.404** –0.060 0.58
(0.154) (0.094) (0.181) (0.255) (0.259) (0.168) (0.156)

United Kingdom –0.495** 0.239 –1.582 –1.028** 0.722* 0.402 0.287 0.69
(0.127) (0.142) (1.160) (0.230) (0.369) (0.243) (0.165)

Canada –0.364** 0.394** –0.522 –0.613** 1.039 –0.023 0.689** 0.57
(0.104) (0.159) (0.386) (0.215) (0.657) (0.347) (0.286)

Australia –0.787** 0.086** –0.990** –0.523** 0.223 –0.196 –0.144 0.62
(0.139) (0.030) (0.243) (0.151) (0.211) (0.119) (0.122)

Belgium –0.350** –0.092 –0.495 –2.044** 0.880 –3.223* –2.674** 0.42
(0.125) (0.285) (0.847) (0.851) (0.700) (1.403) (1.034)

Finland –0.633** 0.010 –0.154 –0.352 0.256 –0.286 –0.395 0.60
(0.175) (0.096) (0.352) (0.164) (0.318) (0.240) (0.347)

Ireland –0.395* 0.341 –0.863 0.947 –0.622 1.518 0.181 0.32
(0.198) (0.607) (2.041) (1.079) (0.509) (1.908) (0.298)

Netherlands –0.288** 0.630 –0.518 –2.017** 1.433* –1.442 –1.403* 0.48
(0.098) (0.539) (1.699) (0.810) (0.651) (1.115) (0.660)

Norway –0.553** 0.096* –1.510 –0.697** 0.349 0.527 0.456 0.54
(0.138) (0.042) (1.090) (0.225) (0.275) (0.519) (0.264)

Spain –0.707** 0.117* –1.001** –0.907** –0.048 –0.410** –0.754** 0.53
(0.177) (0.058) (0.316) (0.284) (0.248) (0.128) (0.211)

Sweden –0.857** 0.209** –0.635* –0.649** 0.265 0.198 –0.086 0.75
(0.122) (0.083) (0.309) (0.072) (0.269) (0.234) (0.141)

2R
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Table 3.  Contributions to the changes in private saving rates between 1995 and 2000
Percentage points

1. May not exactly add up due to rounding.
Source: OECD Secretariat estimates.

United States Japan Germany France Italy United Kingdom Canada

Change in: Gross private saving rate –3.9 0.6 –4.8 –0.5 –8.3 –7.2 –3.8
Contributions from:
Old-age dependency rates 0.3 –2.8 –1.1 –0.9 –1.4 0.0 –0.5
Gross public saving rate –3.8 2.2 –3.0 –1.6 –5.2 –4.8 –5.8
Percentage change of terms of trade –0.4 –0.6 –1.0 0.3 –0.7 0.4 0.4
Productivity growth rate 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.5 –1.1 –0.4 1.2
Real interest rate 0.0 0.6 –0.4 1.0 1.1 –0.3 0.6
Inflation rate 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 –0.1 0.3
Total1 –3.0 0.1 –5.4 –0.3 –7.3 –4.4 –3.9

Australia Belgium Finland Ireland Netherlands Norway Spain Sweden

Change in: Gross private saving rate –1.1 –3.8 –4.1 –0.7 –7.5 –3.8 –0.1 –10.6
Contributions from:
Old-age dependency rates –0.3 –1.3 –0.7 0.0 –0.4 0.8 –1.1 0.3
Gross public saving rate –2.5 –2.9 –7.2 –1.1 –4.5 –8.4 –1.9 –7.8
Percentage change of terms of trade 0.3 –0.1 –1.7 –0.2 –0.1 3.5 0.5 –0.8
Productivity growth rate 0.1 0.2 0.7 1.3 2.0 0.2 –0.3 –0.3
Real interest rate 1.1 2.8 1.1 –1.3 –1.1 –0.3 0.7 –0.5
Inflation rate 0.0 –1.4 –1.0 0.2 –0.4 0.2 1.5 0.1
Total1 –1.2 –2.7 –8.8 –1.2 –4.6 –4.1 –0.6 –9.1
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significant at the 5 per cent level. Of these, four are significant at the 1 per
cent level. The private saving rate is negatively related to the public saving
rate, the old age dependency ratio and the real interest rate, and positively
linked to a change in the terms-of-trade and productivity growth. The infla-
tion rate is not found to have a significant independent effect on private
savings. Similar results are obtained with the private saving rates based on
BOP data, except that the real interest rate is only significant at the 10 per
cent level.

• The results from the Hausman’s test confirm that the assumption of homo-
geneity of long-run coefficients could not be rejected in the case of the
terms of trade, old-age dependency ratio and gross public saving rate.

• The average estimated coefficient associated on the error-correction term is
negative and significant, confirming the existence a long-run equilibrium
relationship between the saving rate and the set of significant determi-
nants. And, even though the size of the parameter indicates a fairly strong
error-correction mechanism, the degree of persistence in private saving
rates is sufficiently important to induce a bias in long-run parameter esti-
mates if it is ignored.

• In all cases except the real interest rate, the short-run impact on private
saving goes in the same direction as the long-run effect and is of smaller
magnitude.17

• The relatively high precision of the grouped parameter estimates reflects in
large part the efficiency gains of pooling observations across countries.
Indeed, the results from the individual country regressions in Table 2 show
that most of the explanatory variables are significant in only about one-third
of the cases – the exception being public saving. Such a result is far from
being unusual in pooled samples using a common set of determinants.18

• A simple calculation of contributions based on long-run parameter esti-
mates show that in many countries, the net decline in private saving
between 1995 and 2000 has been mainly driven by the rise in public saving,
resulting from the significant fiscal consolidation efforts pursued during that
period (Table 6). In some countries (Japan, Germany, Italy, Spain and
Belgium), the old-age dependency ratio also had a non-negligible contribu-
tion to changes in private saving rates.

How these results compare with previous studies using panel data

The results indicate that while private-sector saving rates do respond to
changes in those of the public-sector, the degree of offset is considerably less
than unity (around 0.7), suggesting a significant departure from pure Ricardian
equivalence.19 This finding is consistent with recent empirical studies that have
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also generally found fairly strong evidence of partial offsetting private saving
behaviour (larger than 0.5), although the degree of offset has varied across studies
(Table 4). One exception is Loayza et al. (2000) who found a very small – albeit sta-
tistically significant – degree private saving offset.

The relatively strong effect of the old-age dependency ratio can not be
directly compared with previous studies given that in most cases demographic
changes are measured by the total dependency ratio, which usually comes out
with a much smaller coefficient. One explanation is that even though the life-cycle
model predicts that an increase in either the youth or the elderly dependency
ratio will reduce aggregate saving, the effect appears to be empirically much
weaker and hence harder to detect in the case of the young-age ratio. In fact, an
analysis of the sensitivity of the results to the introduction of additional determi-
nants reported below show that the negative coefficient on the old-age depen-
dency ratio is not robust to the simultaneous introduction of the youth ratio
(although it is not sensitive to the inclusion of other determinants).

In contrast to the findings of most studies reported in Table 4, the real inter-
est rate has a significant negative impact on the private saving rate, suggesting
that the income effects outweigh the sum of substitution and human-wealth
effects. While such a long-run negative effect can be justified theoretically, the
absence of a significant positive effect even in the short run is perhaps more diffi-
cult to rationalise. In any event, the real interest rate is the only variable that
clearly lacks robustness among the determinants, which may reflect both a prob-
lem of identification – potentially more severe in the context of a reduced-form
application – and the difficulties in constructing an ex-ante measure of the real rate.
The identification problem could arise, for instance, if the process of financial lib-
eralisation in OECD countries has resulted in an outward shift of the saving func-
tion that has not been matched by a similar shift in investment.20 In addition, in
the case of many countries, savings may have become more responsive to foreign
rather than domestic interest rates given the closer linkages of international capi-
tal markets.

Both the percentage change in the terms of trade and the growth rate of
labour productivity have a positive and significant effect on the private saving
rate, largely in line with the findings of previous studies. In the former case, this
provides support to the Harberger-Laursen-Metzler effect even in the long run,
although the magnitude remains relatively small. In the case of productivity
growth, the result suggests that the cohort effect dominates the consumption
smoothing effect and thus a 1 percentage point increase in productivity growth
would generate a 0.4 percentage point rise in the saving rate.
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Table 4.  Results from other studies on private savings using panel data

Note: t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significant at 1, 5 and 10 per cent level, respectively.
1. Masson et al. (1998) also use some additional variables: government current expenditures to GDP (–)*, wealth to GDP (+)*, per capita GDP relative to US (0) and

per capita GDP squared (–)*.
2. Haque et al. (1999) use the same variables in Masson et al. (1998) and finds respectively statistically significant negative effect of the government current expendi-

tures to GDP in each method, a significant positive effect of the wealth variable in the case of the fixed effects and dynamics fixed effects estimators, and no sig-
nificant effect of both the per capita GDP relative to the United States and the per capita GDP squared.

3. Loayza et al. (2000) also use the following variables: real per capita GDPI (0), M2/GDP (0), urbanisation ratio (0150)* and private credit flows to GDPI (–)*.

Variables

Masson, Bayoumi 
and Samiei (1998)1 Edwards (1995)

Callen 
and Thimann (1997)

Haque, Pesaran 
and Sharma (1999)2

Loayza, Semidt-Hebell 
and Serven (2000)3

Fixed effect Instrumental variables Fixed effects PMG Systems estimator

Income 0.29**
Growth rate of GDP per capita 0.31* (2.0)

(1.8)
GDP growth 0.01 0.15*** 0.03

(0.3) (2.9) (0.5)
Percentage change in 0.04*** 0.08** 0.07***
Terms of trade (4.7) (2.4) (3.6)
Rates of return and uncertainty
Real interest rate 0.11*** –0.05 0.85* 0.14* 0.02

(2.7) (–0.5) (1.7) (1.7) (0.3)
Inflation rate 0.08** –0.01 –0.38 0.10 0.16***

(2.2) (–0.3) (–0.8) (1.1) (3.0)
Fiscal policies
Gross public saving –0.54*** –0.32***

(–7.5) (–4.7)
Government net lending –0.77*** –0.87*** –0.11***

(16.0) (19.8) (2.8)
Demographics
Old-age dependency ratio –0.22**

(–2.4)
Dependency ratio –0.18*** –0.09*** 0.05 –0.22

(3.6) (–2.6) (0.39) (1.4)
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Tests of robustness of the specification and out-of-sample simulation

Tests of residual properties, functional form and parameter stability21

As outlined in the third section, the consistency and efficiency of the PMG
estimates depends on several conditions regarding the specification. In order to
assess the robustness of the empirical model, the usual battery of statistical tests
was applied to the individual country equations, including the Godfrey’s test of
residual serial correlation, the Ramsey’s RESET test of functional form, the Jarque-
Bera’s test of normality of regressions residuals and the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange-
multiplier test for homoskedasticity. The results indicate that except for some evi-
dence of serial correlation in the United Kingdom and misspecification of the
functional form in Finland and in Sweden, the equation residuals appear to have
all the basic desirable properties.

Likewise, in order to assess the stability of the specification over time, the
system of panel equations was re-estimated over the period 1970-1990 and
parameters re-estimated after extending the sample by one year at a time. The
results suggest that long-run parameter estimates are fairly stable over time
except for the old-age dependency ratio, which jumps after 1992 and remains sta-
ble thereafter. In general, the coefficients become particularly stable for periods
ending after 1995.

Out-of-sample tracking performance

Another way of assessing the stability of the relationship consists in re-
estimating the equations over a sample ending in 1995 and to perform an out-of-
sample dynamic simulation so as to evaluate the ability of the model to track the
development in private saving in individual country since 1995. The choice of 1995
is motivated by the desire to have a sufficiently large number of post-sample
years and also by the fact that it precedes the period of large stock-market led
increase in financial wealth. The point is that in the event that wealth has had a
significant effect over and above what is captured by the set of determinants
included in the specification, the equation is likely to over-predict private saving
rates in the post-1995 period marked by the sharp increase in financial wealth.

The specification used to perform the out-of-sample simulation is as follows:22

where  

First, the results from re-estimating the equations reported in Table 5 show
that the parameter estimates are not very sensitive to the re-estimation over a

C 	� C 	�

��,,� ��,,� � � ��,,� � ��,,�
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Table 5.  Results from dynamic panel regressions of private saving rates (1970-1995)1

Mean group and pooled MG estimates

1. The dependent variable is the gross private savings/GDP ratio (SNA and BOP basis). Regressions are estimated using 1970–99 data for 15 OECD countries (** and
*) indicates significance at the 1 and 5 per cent level.

2. Heteroskedasticity-corrected standard errors are in parentheses.
3. PMG and MG estimates are based on an ARDL (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) specification, i.e. one lag was chosen for the gross private saving rate, the real interest rate and the

inflation rate and no lag for other variables.
Source: OECD Secretariat estimates.

Gross private savings (SNA measure) Gross private savings (BOP measure)

Static fixed 
effects2

Dynamic 
fixed effects2

PMG 
estimates3

MG 
estimates3

Static fixed 
effects2

Dynamic 
fixed effects2

PMG 
estimates3

MG 
estimates3

Average error correction term
–0.317** –0.480** –0.598** –0.392** –0.485** –0.606**

(0.046) (0.043) (0.069) (0.034) (0.041) (0.066)
Restricted long-run coefficients (common)

Percentage changes in terms of trade
0.068** 0.148** 0.135** 0.125** 0.0597** 0.095** 0.129** 0.066
(0.017) (0.031) (0.020) (0.056) (0.013) (0.028) (0.022) (0.047)

Old-age dependency ratio
–0.216 –0.324 –0.555** –0.378 –0.171 –0.217 –0.428** –0.287
(0.130) (0.202) (0.108) (0.198) (0.101) (0.151) (0.104) (0.181)

Gross public saving rate
–0.460** –0.855** –0.645** –0.661** –0.454** –0.722** –0.621** –0.562**

(0.074) (0.113) (0.050) (0.128) (0.067) (0.076) (0.045) (0.085)
Unrestricted long-run coefficients (average)

Per capita productivity growth rate
0.086 0.381** 0.401** 0.442** 0.166 0.348** 0.492** 0.381**

(0.076) (0.137) (0.146) (0.160) (0.065) (0.102) (0.149) (0.133)

Real interest rate
–0.163** –0.331** –0.429** –0.392 –0.126* –0.270** –0.325** –0.201

(0.072) (0.122) (0.212) (0.214) (0.060) (0.092) (0.124) (0.131)
Inflation rate –0.045 –0.185 –0.175 –0.192 0.056 –0.042 –0.111 –0.050

(0.085) (0.128) (0.171) (0.220) (0.052) (0.097) (0.148) (0.162)
Memorandum Items
Hausman test
h-test 1.17 2.50
p-value [0.76] [0.47]
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shorter sample period, with the exception of the coefficient on the real interest
rate which drops substantially and becomes less significant. Second, the results
from out-of-sample dynamic simulations show that the declines in private saving
rates during the second half of the 1990s are well captured by the equations in the
United States, Italy, Canada, Australia, Sweden and, to a lesser extent, the United
Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands (Figure 4).23 In the cases of Finland and
Norway, the equations even predict a larger decline in private saving than the one
actually observed. In contrast, the equations tend to over-predict the movement
in saving after 1995 in France and Belgium. Finally, in the case of Japan, where the
equation performs less well, the rise in private saving from around the mid-1990s
cannot be completely accounted for by the set of determinants. Taken at face
value, the implication from these simulations results is that private saving pat-
terns in a number of countries, including in many where a substantial decline has
been observed since 1995, appear to be reasonably well explained by a small set
of determinants that does not include financial wealth.

Sensitivity to the inclusion of other potential determinants of private saving

The robustness of the basic results is also assessed by looking at the sensitiv-
ity of parameter estimates and equation properties to the introduction of alterna-
tive measures of the existing determinants or other potential determinants that
have been used in previous studies. The changes in measures considered include
using net rather than gross public saving24 (with and without public investment
added separately), using the growth rate of GDP per capita instead of labour pro-
ductivity growth and adding the young-age dependency ratio to the old-age ratio
so as to have a broader measure of demographics. As for the alternative determi-
nants three proxies for possible wealth effects are considered: net public trans-
fers, real housing prices and real equity prices, entered separately. Net public
transfers are introduced to capture the effect of social security or pension wealth
on private saving decision. To the extent that public pensions are perceived as a
substitute for private saving a negative relationship between the two variables is
expected.25 Likewise, previous studies have found a significant effect of housing
wealth on household saving, even though it is not clear to what extent capital
gains on residential properties should be considered as net wealth on aggregate.26

Finally, equity prices deflated by the consumption deflator are introduced to cap-
ture potential re-valuation effects on financial wealth.27 All these changes are
made sequentially and the results are reported in Table 6.

As mentioned earlier, the influence of the old-age dependency ratio is not
very robust to the addition of the young-age ratio, which comes in significant but
with the wrong sign (Column 1). On the other hand, overall parameter estimates
are not very sensitive to the use of the net instead of gross government budget
position (Columns 2 and 3). In particular, the estimated degree of offset (or Ricardian
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Figure 4. Gross private saving rates: actual and simulated
Based on individual PMG estimates over the period 1970-95

Source: OECD estimates.
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Figure 4. Gross private saving rates: actual and simulated (cont.)

Based on individual PMG estimates over the period 1970-95

Source: OECD estimates.
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effect) is very similar in either case. Somewhat surprisingly, the results suggest
that a rise in public investment has a significant net negative effect on private sav-
ing. Similar results are obtained also when income growth is measured by growth
in GDP per capita instead of labour productivity (Column 4). In fact, both the real
interest rate and inflation rates come in more significant than in the basic regres-
sions. Moreover, the coefficients on the latter two variables are almost identical
suggesting that the nominal, rather than the real, interest rate is the relevant
determinant of private saving.

As regards the three variables used to capture possible wealth effects, only
one of them, net transfers, is found to be significant with the predicted negative

Figure 4. Gross private saving rates: actual and simulated (cont.)

Based on individual PMG estimates over the period 1970-95

Source: OECD estimates.
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Table 6.  Sensitivity to other potential determinants

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
***, ** and * indicate significant at 1, 5 and 10 per cent level, respectively.
Source: OECD Secretariat estimates.

Pooled Mean Group estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Memo: basic 
specification 

Average error correction term –0.485*** –0.463*** –0.491*** –0.540*** –0.565*** –0.556*** –0.499*** –0.489***
(0.057) (0.042) (0.046) (0.051) (0.037) (0.048) (0.048) (0.044)

Restricted long-run coefficients 
(common)

Percentage change terms of trade 0.131*** 0.143*** 0.128*** 0.123*** 0.075*** 0.119** 0.143*** 0.132***
(0.016) (0.018) (0.017) (0.015) (0.013) (0.015 (0.021) (0.017)

Old-age dependency ratio 0.017 –0.503*** –0.673*** –0.552*** –0.255*** –0.399*** –0.446*** –0.638***
(0.109) (0.044) (0.091) (0.071) (0.074) (0.093) (0.123) (0.086)

Young-age dependency ratio 0.186***
(0.033)

Gross public savings rate –0.699*** –0.680*** –0.686*** –0.727*** –0.813*** –0.691***
(0.039) (0.036) (0.048) (0.046) (0.061) (0.041)

Net government position –0.673*** –0.683***
(0.018) (0.043)

Public investment ratio –0.932***
(0.204)

Unrestricted long-run coefficients 
(average)

Growth rate of labour productivity 0.366*** 0.409*** 0.397*** 0.377*** 0.378*** 0.394*** 0.401***
(0.127) (0.108) (0.113) (0.218) (0.102) (0.128) (0.111)

Growth rate of GDP per capita 0.242***
(0.038)

Real interest rate –0.042 –0.223 –0.278* –0.274** –0.153 –0.165 0.016 –0.280**
(0.264) (0.140) (0.145) (0.135) (0.137) (0.156) (0.176) (0.144)

Inflation rate –0.153 –0.212 –0.174 –0.278* –0.066 –0.211 –0.004 –0.192
(0.127) (0.143) (0.145) (0.133) (0.016) (0.140) (0.130) (0.145)

Net transfers –0.499**
(0.218)

Residential prices 0.040
(0.027)

Equity prices 0.015
(0.010)

Memorandum items:
Hausman’s test 9.23 0.95 1.47 3.50 9.24 6.04 8.03 1.47
p-value [0.06] [0.81] [0.83] [0.32] [0.03] [0.11] [0.05] [0.69]
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sign.28 However, when the variable is introduced, the joint homogeneity restric-
tions on the terms-of-trade, old-age dependency and public saving rate are no
longer accepted. And, when all homogeneity restrictions are relaxed (not
shown), net transfers no longer have a significant effect on private saving. Both
the housing and equity price variables are significant in the case of a few coun-
tries (not shown) but the average estimate is not significant. These results are
consistent with earlier evidence based on out-of-sample simulations indicating
only limited wealth effect at the margin, i.e. over and above the effect already
captured by fundamentals.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has applied the pooled mean group estimation method to a sys-
tem of dynamic equations to analyse the contribution of a set of basic determi-
nants of private saving rates for a panel of 15 OECD countries over the
period 1970-2000. The empirical analysis indicates that private-sector saving rates
in OECD countries have been significantly influenced by public-sector saving
rates, the demographic structure of the population (as measured by the old-age
dependency ratio), the growth rate of labour productivity, changes in the terms of
trades and the real interest rates. For three of these determinants – public saving,
dependency ratio and terms-of-trade – the hypothesis that the long-run effect is
the same across countries could not be rejected.

Among the determinants, the change in the public-sector saving rate has gen-
erally contributed the most to the evolution of private saving between 1995
and 2000. Nevertheless, the results indicate that while private-sector saving rates
do respond to changes in public-sector in a significant way, the degree of offset is
considerably less than unity, suggesting a significant departure from complete
Ricardian equivalence. Private savings are also negatively related to the old-age
dependency ratio and the real interest rate, and are positively linked to a change
in the terms of trade and productivity growth. Except for the negative coefficient
on the real interest rate, these results are broadly in line with recent studies
based on panel data.

A series of tests of specification and parameter stability indicate that the
overall estimation results are fairly robust. In particular, results from an out-of-
sample dynamic simulation have shown that the system of equations tracks
remarkably well the change in private saving in most countries during the
period 1995-2000. The implication is that private saving patterns in a number of
countries, including in many where a substantial decline has been observed
since 1995, appear to be reasonably well explained by a small set of determinants
that does not include financial wealth. In this regard, fears that a negative wealth
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effect imparted by the stock market collapse could compromise the recovery in
the United States and elsewhere should not be exaggerated. However, given that,
where they have occurred, the declines in private saving rates in the late 1990s
were largely induced by the substantial rise in public-sector saving, fiscal stimulus
may fail to boost consumption as households may respond by re-building their
savings.
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NOTES

1. See Figure 4 in de Serres and Pelgrin (2002). A strong negative relationship between
the two main components of private saving should not be surprising given that house-
holds ultimately own businesses, either directly via shareholding or indirectly via
mutual funds or pension fund participation. That said, given that business saving is
calculated residually, this may also partly reflect a rise in measurement errors or statis-
tical discrepancies.

2. The saving rate appears in Figure 2 with an inverted scale.

3. Based on a conservative estimate of the propensity to consume out of wealth (3 per
cent), Lusardi et al., (2001) indicated that the rise in the stock market value in real
terms between 1988 and 2000 could account for 3.5 percentage points of the decline in
the US personal saving rate over the same period. Moreover, using data disaggregated
across income groups and education levels, Maki and Palumbo (2001) showed that the
households which benefited the most from stock market gains were also the ones
which accounted for most of the decline in the aggregate saving rate.

4. In countries where fully-funded pension regimes account for a large proportion of
overall retirement benefits, the NA measure of personal saving rates may also be sen-
sitive to significant capital gains or losses on invested funds, particularly in the case of
regimes based on defined benefits. For a broader and more detailed discussion of the
conceptual issues linked to the measurement of saving in national accounts see the
Appendix in de Serres and Pelgrin (2002).

5. See Case et al. (2001) who find on the basis of a pooled sample of 14 countries that
housing wealth has a more significant impact on consumption than equity wealth.
However, their measure of wealth is based on prices. In contrast, Boone et al. (2001)
use stock data on financial and housing wealth for six countries (G-7 minus Germany)
and find a larger impact of housing wealth only in the cases of Japan and Canada.

6. See Edison and Sløk (2001) who have found that in the United States, the United
Kingdom and Canada, capital gains on new economy shares (Telecommunication,
Media and Information Technology) have had a lesser impact on consumption than
those on old economy stocks, while they found the reverse to hold in the case of Con-
tinental Europe.

7. Alternative measures based on price data are nevertheless introduced as part of the
sensitivity tests performed below.

8. This is assuming that the rise in the old-age dependency ratio comes more from a
decline in fertility than from an increase in longevity. Under the life-cycle hypothesis, a
rise in life expectancy leads individuals to save more during their working years in
order to maintain consumption over a longer retirement period, generating a higher
aggregate saving rate. In contrast, a decline in population growth due to lower fertility
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leaves individual savings profiles unchanged, but leads to lower aggregate savings as
the proportion of the elderly in the population rises.

9. The main conditions are the existence of bequests motivated by altruism, the absence
of liquidity constraints and differential in borrowing rates between private consumers
and governments, the absence of uncertainty regarding the future path of income and
the presence of a non-distortionary tax system.

10. In fact, they consider different sub-samples within each of which, the coefficients are
assumed to be the same.

11. Moreover, the number of instruments used becomes restricted when the number of
time periods and countries included in the sample is large.

12. In addition, averaging the data induces a loss of information that can be exploited
under a more flexible model and the choice of an averaging period may not always
properly eliminate the cyclical component.

13. The lag orders were chosen using the Schwarz Bayesian criterion as well as the results
of individual model specification.

14. Pesaran et al. (1999) make the following assumptions: The ε i, t’s are independently dis-
tributed across i and t, with zero means, positive variances and finite fourth-order
moments. They are also distributed independently from the regressors. In particular,
in order to ensure that the residuals are distributed independently across groups,
omitted common effects which impact all groups must be controlled for. When the
long-run coefficients are identical across groups, the common time-period effect can
be eliminated by a cross-sectional demeaning procedure. When they differ, the com-
mon effect can be reduced but not eliminated.

15. While the existence of a unique long-run relationship may be directly assessed
through panel cointegration tests (Kao and Baltagi, 2001; Pedroni, 2000), strict exoge-
neity of the regressors can be controlled for by use specification tests or by augment-
ing the dynamic specification of the model.

16. An alternative procedure is to use classical tests, as for instance the likelihood ratio
test. Based on such tests, homogeneity restrictions imposed simultaneously on error
variances and/or slopes coefficients of all determinants are rejected at conventional
levels. However, this feature may be discussed (Pesaran, Shin and Akiyam, 1998).

17. Short-run coefficients are not shown for space reasons. However, in the case of the
variables which only enter the equation in levels (all except the real interest rate and
the inflation rate), the impact coefficient is equal to the negative of the product of the
long-run coefficient and the error-correction parameter. In the case of the real interest
rate, the impact effect is negligible.

18. For instance, Haque et. al. (1999) obtain similar results at the individual country level.

19. Based on a Wald test, the hypothesis that the long-run coefficient on public-sector
saving is not statistically different from unity (pure Ricardian equivalence) was
rejected at the 5 per cent level. However, this result should be interpreted with cau-
tion given that it represents an average outcome over time and across different types
of changes in government saving. In fact, the degree of offset may vary depending on
whether a given change in the level of public debt is expected or unexpected, per-
ceived to be temporary or permanent, factors which can not be easily controlled for in
reduced-form analysis (Bernheim, 1987).

20. This might be the case if financial deregulation generates better risk-adjusted returns.
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21. The results from test of residual properties, functional form and parameter stability
are not shown here for space considerations. However, they appear in Table 5 and
Figure 6 of the Working Paper version (de Serres and Pelgrin, 2002).

22. The simulation is performed using the PMG estimates i.e. based on the specification
that has common coefficients on the determinants where cross-country homogeneity is
imposed and on individual coefficients obtained in each country equations on the
other variables.

23. In the case of Germany, the large drop in private savings in 2000 partly reflects large
payments made by telecom firms to the government for the purchase of UMTS
licenses.

24. Net public saving is defined as gross saving less public investment and is therefore
close to the SNA’s net lending/borrowing.

25. For instance Rossi and Visco (1995) found that net government transfers have substan-
tially contributed to the decline of the household saving rate in Italy until the
early 1990s.

26. See Girouard and Blöndal (2001) for recent evidence.

27. Neither of the two price variables (housing and equity) provides an ideal substitute
for stock-based measures of wealth. However, for many countries measures of housing
and holdings of equities by households are not available.

28. Callen and Thimann (1997) obtained a similar result in their equation for private sav-
ing even though they used gross rather than net transfers.
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